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hello

Design is often a kind of alchemy. The best

change
is good

practitioners elevate familiar forms—a chair, a house, a
material—into something spectacular. They conjure new ways
of looking at old things, and create something special (pure
design gold!) out of sheer imagination, skill, and will.
This issue of GRAY celebrates those designers and highlights
transformation across all realms of design. An edgy art gallery
carved out of a bulldozer-painting facility? See page 88. A house
that’s gone from snoozy midcentury ranch to a wallpapered
eye-popper? See page 72. An aerial art installation that will
change the way you perceive public space? See page 22. And
if you’ve ever harbored a secret fantasy of ditching your current
job for a career in design, turn to our roundup on page 33 to see
how six inspiring locals made the leap.
We have made it our mission at GRAY to spread the good
news about Pacific Northwest design—including getting the
magazine seen everywhere from Los Angeles to New York to
the Yukon. Our newsstand distribution is now at an all-time high.
We’re also launching partnerships at an exhilarating pace. This
month, we’re rolling out our first GRAY designer collaboration—
a custom version of Conway Electric’s Extō, the handsomest
extension cord you’ll ever see (see page 92).
Come September, we’re sponsoring the inaugural Vancouver
Design Week and the esteemed Seattle Design Festival—say
hello if you see us out and about. And don’t miss the GRAY
Conversation Stage, the new highlight of Interior Design Show
West, where we’ll host smart, intimate discussions with some of
our favorite designers all weekend long.
We’re passionate about design, and surfacing the creative
talent that runs deep throughout the Pacific Northwest. And
we’re thrilled about the opportunity to bring these stories to life,
on and off the page.
Enjoy!

jaime@graymag.net
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AKJ Architects LLC
akjarchitects.com

Baylis Architects
baylisarchitects.com

BC&J Architecture
bcandj.com

pacific
northwest
architects

These architecture and design firms are doing outstanding
work in this region. They also support GRAY and our efforts to advance the Pacific
Northwest’s vibrant design community. Please contact them for your next project. Visit their
portfolios at graymag.net or link directly to their sites to learn more.

Gelotte Hommas
gelottehommas.com

Johnson Squared Architects
johnsonsquared.com

KASA Architecture
kasaarchitecture.com

atelierjones llc

Bosworth Hoedemaker

Callison

Best Practice
Architecture & Design

brendon farrell architect

chadbourne + doss
architects
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Ben Trogdon Architects
bentrogdonarchitects.com

BUILD LLC
buildllc.com

Chesmore Buck

Coates Design Architects

Coop15

CTA Design Builders, Inc.

coatesdesign.com

coop15.com

chesmorebuck.com

ctabuilds.com

Duncan McRoberts Associates

FabCab

Fig. Studio Architecture + Interiors

Nathan Good Architects

rho architects

richard brown architect

mcroberts-associates.com

nathangoodarchitects.com

DeForest Architects
Eggleston | Farkas Architects

fabcab.com

rhoarchitects.com

Giulietti/Schouten
AIA Architects

figstudiopdx.com

rbarch.com

JANOF ARCHITECTURE
Prentiss Architects, Inc.
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Anchor Your Room

KUSH

HANDMADE RUGS
205 NW 10th Ave.
Portland, OR. 97209
503.231.0700
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scene

news
Written by
RACHEL GALLAHER

dishing up drama
Roberto Cortez is no stranger to high-end dinner parties
in which the aesthetics matter just as much as what’s on the
plate. A classically trained chef, he has helped oversee foodand-design events in London, and has served as personal
chef for Paul Allen and Eddie Murphy, among others. In 2001,
while living in Los Angeles, he launched CR8 (pronounced
“create”)—a pop-up, site-specific dinner series that combines
local designers’ talent with gourmet food.
Cortez recently moved to Seattle and brought CR8 with
him. The first Northwest event, designed by Joy Rondello of
J+Studio, held in April at Bandia Rua Studios (shown here),

included lighting by Seattle’s Yuri Kinoshita; a custom dining
table from Rob Hendrickson of One Works; utilitarian cutlery
made by Katja Bremkamp; and an eight-course meal.
Although Cortez won’t divulge details about his next CR8
dinner, which will be held in late August, he has revealed
that Matthew Biancaniello, one of America’s top bartenders,
is coming up from L.A. to be part of the collaboration.
Want to go? We hope you have patience. The venue is secret,
and would-be attendees have to register on Cortez’s website
on a first-come, first-served basis; all others are wait-listed for
the next event. Good food comes to those who wait. h
GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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Sept. 25-28

EXHIBIT

Now in its tenth year,

Interior Design Show West,
sponsored by GRAY, is the biggest
interior design show in the region.
Drawing 35,000 design-loving
attendees to the Vancouver
Convention Centre, IDSWest
spotlights the latest and greatest
Décor, furnishings, fixtures,
and floor coverings from around
the globe. Don’t miss the new show
highlight, the GRAY Conversation
Stage, where GRAY editors will host
design-focused panel discussions
all weekend long.
�� idswest.com

Through Aug. 31st

Pull up an Arne Jacobsen Egg
chair and get your Mad Men fix at
the Nordic Heritage Museum in
Seattle. Its current exhibit, “Danish
Modern: Design for Living,” brings
together dozens of vintage pieces
by iconic midcentury designers.
�� nordicmuseum.org

Through Aug. 31st

Artist Kelly Richardson’s installations are immersive experiences,
with projections conjuring primordial
swamps and desolate moonscapes.
Don’t miss her current exhibition,
“Legion,” at the Contemporary
Art Gallery in Vancouver.
�� contemporaryartgallery.ca

Aug. 7–Sept. 30

Design Museum Portland’s first
big exhibition is more than an art
show; it’s a call to action. Held at
Wieden+Kennedy and inspired
by WWII and WPA propaganda
posters, “Green Patriot Posters:
The Revolution Will Be Designed”
encourages us to once again rally
to protect the homefront, but this
time to address the issues of climate change and global warming.
�� designmuseumportland.org

DESIGN DAYS
CHEAT SHEET
There’s something
for every design
lover out there this

September. With hundreds
of events slated during the
GRAY-sponsored design
festivals in Seattle and
Vancouver, we know it
can be tough to keep up.
But fear not, we’ve done
the homework for you. Here,
a guide to the happenings
you shouldn’t miss.
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FROM TOP: Seattle
Design Festival events
take place all over the
city this September,
including at the Central
Library. Stefan Sagmeister,
graphic designer and
provocateur, will speak
in Portland this fall.

Seattle Design Festival

Sept. 5-19
With this year’s “Design in Motion” theme, and a
wide range of activities—events, scavenger hunts,
interactive exhibitions—the SDF is sure to keep
you on the move.

DON’T MISS:

The Party
animal Block Party

& Design Rumble

Because who can resist a
design event that promises
inhabitable installations and
a chance to try parkour?
Also, be sure to check out
the GRAY-curated pop- up
shop and the closing-night
party on September 19.

color and its influences on
everything from packaging design to home décor.
The
techie

Designing for Flight

The intersection of design
and function is never more
crucial than when it comes
to cars, boats, or planes
(especially at 50,000 feet!).
On September 13, join a
The INTERIOR
DESIGNER The Influence panel of experts as they
of Color On the Move discuss design in heavily
On September 15,
engineered environments.
America’s color guru and
Pantone Color Institute
executive director Leatrice
Eiseman will speak on

LECTURE
Sept. 17th

Expect a little controversy when
author Michael Kluckner tackles
“100 Years of Gentrification” at the
Vancouver Heritage Foundation.
Kluckner will offer a brief history of
gentrification in Vancouver, from
the pre-1960s “degentrification”
decades to today’s trend of flipping
houses in vulnerable neighborhoods.
�� vancouverheritagefoundation.org

Oct. 8

His resume includes graphic
designer, performance artist, and
conceptual typographer. He’s also
charismatic and funny. Come to
the Portland Art Museum’s
AIGA event to meet the New York
City–based graphic designer
Stefan Sagmeister—a man who
once dangled himself out the
Empire State Building for a
typographical film.
�� aigaportland.org

Vancouver Design Week

Sept. 15-28
In its inaugural year, VDW is poised to transform
Vancouver with 14 days of freethinking and inspiring
design fun.

DON’T MISS:

design geek shine in
equal measure. Wander
In Situ Samplings
the streets of Vancouver
Vancouverites are serious using GPS technology
about their love of
on a scavenger hunt for
brewing, gastronomy, and typefaces. h
design. Learn what it takes
to make good spaces and
good products from the
perspective of cicerones,
interior designers, and
entrepreneurs.

The
foodie

The design
nerd A Lost Font

Walking Tour

This walk will let your
inner explorer and graphic

for more must-see
exhibitions, and
the full lineup
of design week
events, SEE
GRAYMAG.NET

top: Caela Jeannette Mckeever, courtesy the Seattle Design Festival; bottom: John Madere

scene

DON’T MISS
YOUR CHANCE
TO BE IN.
eleventh
annual INawards—a juried competition for interior design excellence
and innovation. Interior designers, architects and industrial designers

interior spaces and interior products.

Entry period:

AUGUST 5 - SEPTEMBER 29, 2014
October 2: People’s Choice Exhibit @ MOHAI, Seattle
October 27: INawards Ceremony @ Benaroya Hall, Seattle

To enter:

EVENTBRITE: INawards14 PROJECT ENTRY
For more information:

IIDA-NORTHERNPACIFIC.ORG
Ceremony ticket sales begin September 9

2013 Winner - Design INmass
ZGF Architects LLP
Federal Center South Building, 1202 Redevelopment
Photo by Benjamin Benschneider

VANCOUVER DESIGN WEEK

VANCOUVER
DESIGN
WEEK
IS
HAPPENING
SEPT 15 - 28
ALL AROUND
VANCOUVER

/VANCOUVERDESIGNWK.COM

Sponsored by
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GREAT WALL TEA CO.
MARIANNE AMODIO
ARCHITECTURE STUDIO
photo: Larraine Henning
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Artist Janet Echelman installed
a temporary version of Impatient
Optimist at the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation campus in Seattle
last October, in order to study the
movement of the wind within the
courtyard and the optimal lighting
placement. The final piece, made
with more durable materials, will
be unveiled this fall.

t
Sky’s
the Limit
Written by Laura goldstein : Photographed by Sean Airhart
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he idea began with
the mercurial Pacific
Northwest sky. When
developing concepts for
an aerial sculpture commissioned for the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation
campus in Seattle, artist
Janet Echelman saw opportunity in
the ever-changing expanse above and
installed a camera on the foundation’s
roof to capture the sky every five
minutes over a 24-hour period.
“I thought a great deal about the sky
metaphorically with the foundation’s
mission of uniting people all over the
world in common goals of good health
and respecting the environment,”
Echelman explains. “I wanted to
re-create the combination of hues at
sunrise from their regional offices from
New Delhi to London, Beijing to Seattle,
and the gradual transmuting of colors.”
At her studio, based in Brookline,
Massachusetts, Echelman utilizes a
custom-designed software tool by
Autodesk that mimics the most
intricate effects of gravity and wind
force to visualize her sculptures. Her
final designs are then sent to factories
throughout the Pacific Northwest,
where the requisite braiding, industrial
looming, hand-knotting, and handsplicing is accomplished. Echelman
relies on artisans in the region for their
“deep historic skill set from the longstanding fishing industry, combined
with their ability to deal with complex
new technical designs.”
Two years in the making, Impatient
Optimist—also the title of Bill Gates’s
2012 autobiography—is a voluminous
tethered web of lightweight braided
fiber with a core of Honeywell Spectra »

TOGETHER,
WE’VE BUILT
OUR WAY
AROUND
SOME CRAZY
CHALLENGES.
GOD SPEED,
ARCHITECTS,
DREAMERS,
CONJURERS.
WE’RE ALL IN.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
2011 EAST OLIVE STREET / SEATTLE WA 98122-2838 / 206 625 0505
GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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From BOTTOM: Echelman began
her design process by researching
the hours of sunrise in the cities
where the Gates Foundation has
offices, from London to Beijing,
and sketching. She and her team
developed a lighting program for
Impatient Optimist that cycles
through a spectrum of sunrise
hues, projected in real time as
the day dawns in each city.

“i wanted This piece to gracefully
blend with the changing colors of
sky during the day in a quiet way,
then become bold with colored
illumination at night.” —Janet Echelman

nylon, which is 15 times stronger than
steel. It will be installed at the Seattle
campus in late 2014.
At night, with computerized
lighting effects, the aerial sculpture
morphs into an otherworldly, organic
life form, symbiotic with every
weather condition.
With her earlier installation of Skies
Painted With Unnumbered Sparks in
Vancouver for the TED Conference’s
30th anniversary, Echelman raised the
bar on the transformative potential of
public art. More than double the size
of Echelman’s previous works, and
weighing 3,500 pounds, the sculpture
was suspended 745 feet over the
waterfront between the 24-story
Fairmont Waterfront Hotel and the
Vancouver Convention Centre.
Constantly challenging herself,
Echelman is also at work on an indoor
commission for the Matthew Knight
Arena in Eugene, Oregon. The piece,
which will open on October 21, consists
of five interconnected net-like forms
and will highlight the connection
between itself and viewers. When
people stand beneath it, they’ll trigger
a sensor that changes the colorful
lighting to white spotlights, which in
turn project shadow silhouettes and
line-drawings onto the wall.
As Echelman says, “Bringing people
together to interact with public art
and nature is ultimately my goal with
every project.” h

See the Gates
Foundation
sculpture
in motion at
Graymag.net/
echelman
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Locavore
L u mmi ’ s

Written by Rachel Gallaher : Photographed by charity burggraaf

Four years ago, Blaine Wetzel left Noma, the world’s most
acclaimed restaurant, and the cosmopolitan streets of Copenhagen, for
a quiet life on tiny Lummi Island, Washington. Today, the chef—a newly
anointed James Beard Award winner—runs the prestigious Willows Inn
restaurant and spends his days foraging plants, smoking fish, and creating
imaginative multicourse meals that reflect the island’s bounty.

26
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The inn is humble, on an island that’s just 10 miles long, with only

about 900 residents. And the 28-year-old chef seems humble, too, having found
his restaurant gig in the classifieds. Even the ingredients aren’t pretentious—
everything is sourced on Lummi Island or from farms in Whatcom County,
Washington, a short ferry ride away.
Yet, appearances are deceiving in this case, as Blaine Wetzel is the most recent
winner of the 2014 James Beard Award for Rising Star Chef of the Year. And it’s
precisely because of his focus on geography that he’s making waves worldwide.
“Our food is more about showcasing a single ingredient or flavor rather than
composing an intricate plate,” Wetzel says. “It is focused on presenting flavors
that you can only find right here and right now.”
We took a pilgrimage to Willows Inn, following in the path of foodies from
around the globe—The New York Times named Willows one of the 10 restaurants
in the world worth a plane ride—to see Lummi’s local star.
Originally from Olympia, Washington, Wetzel’s legacy includes stints at the
Phoenician in Arizona and Wynn Hotel in Las Vegas. But he’s best known for his
position as chef-de-partie at Noma in Copenhagen, which was ranked best
restaurant in the world three times by Restaurant magazine. In 2010, after 18
months at Noma, Wetzel returned to Olympia and found his next gig, head chef
at Willows, via a Craigslist ad. »

A Willows Inn sous chef stands in front of the cedar
smoker just yards away from the kitchen. OPPOSITE:
An assortment of foraged berries and bright rose
petals comprise an artful dish in one of chef Blaine
Wetzel’s 18-course meals.
GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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The delicate presentation of rose petals with kohlrabi
served on a stone is an example of Wetzel’s use of
ingredients collected from the island. The kohlrabi
comes from the neighboring Loganita Farm, where
the inn leases land and operates a farm full time with
its culinary gardener, Mary von Krusenstiern.

“We start working
with an ingredient
that is growing at
a neighbor’s house,
or with mussels
fresh out of the
bay, and the dish
evolves in its own
way depending on
the flavor or what
else is available. It’s
different every day.”
—Blaine Wetzel, chef
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Clockwise from top left: Chef Wetzel
foraging at Legoe Bay, less than two miles
from Willows Inn; a fire pit sits outside the
smoker, where ingredients such as salmon are
smoked with alder planks; a boat crossing the
Rosario Strait; small details drawn from nature
inspire chef Wetzel’s creative menus.
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Wetzel allows creativity in his kitchen, but is insistent that almost
everything on his 18-course menus is local. A recent meal included
surprising elements such as fried sunflower root with sweet onion, wild
dandelion roots with herring roe on kelp, and just-caught mussels smoked
outside the restaurant and served in a cedar box lined with beach rocks.
Open the lid and a puff of smoke emerges. That element of whimsy adds
to the uniqueness of the dining experience.
The prix fixe menu changes daily depending on the season, but the care
put into every dish is always the same, a value Wetzel picked up working
his way through kitchens over the past 14 years.
Every year, he closes Willows’ restaurant in January and February so
that he and his crew can travel around the globe, working in different
restaurants to garner inspiration. Recent destinations included Asia, South
America, and Europe, where one of the chefs picked up a new method of
making herb oil—a technique since introduced in the Willows kitchen.
Even though he’s seen the world, Wetzel is still awestruck by the
expansive views from the inn’s porch.
“It’s beautiful all year round,” he says, standing in the doorway in a
dark brown apron, watching an orange-and-pink sun set into the Rosario
Strait. “But right now is one of the best times you can hit it.” We couldn’t
agree more. h

F O O D
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R E S P E C T
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p r e s e n t i n g a n e w g e n e r a t i o n o f s u b - Z e r o a n d w o l f.

It is an entirely new way to think of appliances: sleek, innovative
designs that incorporate the most advanced food preservation
and precision cooking features of any appliance brand on Earth.

subzero-wolf.com
GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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profile
Taking the

Leap

Meet six designers whose
unconventional career
paths—from motorcycle
racer to lighting designer,
for example—led them
straight to their creative
passions.

Matthew Boyes with Kathi Martuza in Christopher Stowell’s “Adin”. Photo by Blaine Truitt Covert

Written by RACHEL EGGERS,
Nicole Munson, and
Brooke Sahni

Matthew Boyes
from ballet dancer …

… to shop owner and interior designer »
See page 38.
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Dawna Holloway

After working as an
electrician, and surviving
a thrill-packed career as
a sidecar racer (that’s her
clinging to the back of a
motorcycle, below),
Holloway helped start a
new Seattle-based lighting
company.

WHO:
WHAT: Standard Socket founding member
WHERE: Seattle

from sidecar racer …
… to lighting designer

34

Standard Socket burst onto the Northwest
design scene earlier this year, it was
anything but standard. Started by four
Seattleites, the company promised high
quality, unique lighting produced and
manufactured locally. Dawna Holloway,
one of the founding members, arrived at
her new career in a roundabout way. Until
2008, she was traveling the world as an
international sidecar racer. Never heard of
such a thing? Neither had Holloway.
“One spring, I went to a road race at
Hoquiam [Washington] to watch a friend,”
she remembers. “After his event, around
the corner came a wild, sideways, sliding
three-wheel drifter. And that was it; love
at first sight.” Holloway relished the thrill
and travels that the sport allowed, but
it didn’t exactly bring home the bacon.
Looking for something more lucrative,
she asked the president of the Washington Motorcycle Road Racing Association
about his job as a master electrician, and
eventually started apprenticing for him.
The new line of work paid off, and soon
Holloway’s primary interest in lighting
began. As her fascination grew, Holloway
took classes from the Lighting Design Lab
in Seattle to learn more about illuminating
spaces. Eventually, she ended up working
with Darin Montgomery of Urbancase
on a lighting project, and the duo found
they enjoyed working together. With that,
Standard Socket was born. “It’s filled a
gap between my technical and creative
side,” Holloway says of the company. “It’s
sculpture combined with lighting.” »

Rob Mader, Scallywag

Photographed by
redstone pictures

When the lighting collective
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DIVA group

Seattle Showroom
1300 Western Ave.
Seattle, WA 98101
Call 206.287.9992

Los Angeles Showroom
8801 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90048
Call 310.278.3191

www.bebitalia.com
www.divafurniture.com
email: seattle@divafurniture.com
o
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room shots: blackstone edge, courtesy garrison hullinger interior design

style

Portrait by Dina avila

Garrison Hullinger

WHO:
WHAT: Founder of Garrison Hullinger Interior Design
WHERE: Portland

from retail project manager …
… to interior designer

Portland-based interior designer Garrison

Hullinger is a prime example of how life’s
misfortune can guide us to our ultimate purpose.
Following a serious work-related accident in 1999,
the former Gap Inc. project manager had to hit the
reset button on life—spending four years relearning
how to read, write, and walk. An occupational
therapist on the rehab team suggested he take on
a bathroom remodel project to help regain motor
skills. “I always had the construction bug,” Hullinger
says, recalling a fond memory of restoring and
decorating an R.V. with his mom. As he recovered,
he took on additional renovation projects, including
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buying and remodeling homes in San Francisco. As
he gained confidence in his design skills, he realized
that he wanted to turn his new hobby into a primary
job. In 2010, he officially launched Garrison Hullinger
Interior Design, and by the end of 2011, he had
five employees. Today, that number is 16. Earlier
this year, his firm was recognized as one of the
top 100 fastest growing companies in Oregon and
southwest Washington by the Portland Business
Journal—an accomplishment he never imagined
five years ago. “Life is a patchwork,” Hullinger says,
reminding us that even the most grim circumstances
can lead to favorable results. »

Interior designer (and
former Gap project
manager) Garrison
Hullinger is known for
his warm, contemporary
interiors, as shown here;
the project at bottom
features almost exclusively American-made
products and materials.
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Baker
Councill
Dedon
Guy Chaddock
Hancock & Moore
Hickory Chair
Stickley
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Quality Products at Every Price Level
Decorative Plumbing

Door Hardware

Cabinet Hardware Lighting
Steam/Bathtub

Bathroom Cabinets

Bath Accessories

Oregon
333 N.W. 16th Avenue
Portland, Oregon
800-452-7634

Washington
12001 N.E. 12th St. #38
Bellevue, Washington
800-574-4312

www.chown.com

Scan to Request Product
Information or a Quote

Beautiful design solutions.
Four generations of furnishing Northwest homes

10708 Main Street, Bellevue, WA | 425.450.9999
www.masins.com
Masins Furniture

@masinsfurniture
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Matthew Boyes

WHO:
WHAT: Co-owner of Cielo Home & Interior Design
WHERE: Portland

from ballet dancer …

… to shop owner and interior designer
Photographed by
Dina Avila

For Matthew Boyes, the co-owner of Cielo Home & Interior Design, a high-end boutique in

Portland’s Pearl District, life hasn’t always been about creating striking interior spaces. When he was a
young teen, he told his parents, “I either want to be a ballet dancer or a Barneys window dresser.” Boyes
never ended up staging a window at the infamous department store, but, in 1992, he got his first professional job at the Kansas City Ballet. Three years later, a snippet in Elle magazine describing Portland as
progressive caught Boyes’s attention, and he auditioned for the Oregon Ballet Theatre, where he danced
with the company for 10 years as a principal dancer. It wasn’t until Boyes met his partner, Frederic Koeleman,
who had a background in business, that his transition from ballet to interior design was set into motion.
“For the first five years, I was dancing and had the store,” Boyes says. “I was proud of my work as a dancer,
but it was time to move on.” Although his dancing years are behind him now, Boyes easily draws parallels between his two careers: “Ballet and interior design are all about making the experience special.”
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Reisa Pollard’s current
profession is such a perfect fit,
it’s hard to imagine she ever
worked in another field. But before founding the award-winning
Vancouver firm Beyond Beige
Interior Design, Pollard worked
for the Vancouver Public Library,
first as a library technician,
then as a library researcher, for
10 years. She enjoyed her job,
but worked on interior design
projects for friends and family on
the side. Over time, Pollard found
herself more and more immersed
in the design business. “A subtle
yet pivotal moment for me was
when a friend of someone I was
doing a project for quipped, ‘I
always thought interior design
was your main job, and you
only worked at the library on
the side?’ It was then I realized
there was no reason the mistake
she made couldn’t be reality.”
In 2002, Pollard quit her stable
government job and went back to
school full time at the University
of British Columbia to study interior design and entrepreneurship.
She founded Beyond Beige a year
later with the goal of combining
classic, timeless materials in
interesting, edgy ways. Pollard
(who has designed a historic loft
for notable Canadian actor and
comedian Seth Rogan and his
wife) admits that she tends to
shy away from “obvious trends,”
preferring to look for quality items
that have longevity and will last
for many years. No doubt her creative career will do the same. »

Reisa Pollard

WHO:
WHAT: Founder of Beyond Beige Interior Design
WHERE: Vancouver

from library researcher…
… to interior designer

Photographed by
Jeremy Jude Lee
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After restoring a 1940 ChrisCraft boat (bottom), Dellplain
shifted his focus to furniture
design. His creations combine
materials such as wood,
metal, and leather, as
evidenced by his Red Pocket
console table (middle left) and
Stacked Boxes cabinet (middle
right), which incorporates
salvaged automobile springs.

Mark Dellplain

WHO:
WHAT: Founder of Not2Big
WHERE: Vashon Island, Washington

from art director …

Mark Dellplain has woodworking
in his blood. The Washington native
grew up watching his father build classic
wooden boats, and when he had the
chance to restore a 1940 Chris-Craft
runabout as an adult, his own passion
was sparked. ”The scent of fresh-cut
wood, the piles of shavings scattered on
the floor, and the noise of the machines
in his shop are the most vivid memories
I have of my dad, who died when I was
seven. Restoring my own boat brought
back those memories, along with new
clarity about what I wanted to do.”
Dellplain undertook the intensive
18-month boat renovation, replacing
everything from the upholstery to the
engine, in 2011, after working as an
art director for 11 years, and then as a
graphic design consultant. The process
let Dellplain combine his love of woodworking with the design skills he
obtained from the fast-paced advertising
and fashion industries. With renewed
creative energy, he launched Not2Big, a
modern furniture company that sells oneof-a-kind artisan pieces crafted from metal, wood, glass, and repurposed objects.
“It’s not just about furniture,” Dellplain
says, “it’s about great design. Whether
it’s a boat, a house, or a chair, the same
fundamental design principles guide my
work. I build pieces one at a time and
strive for designs that are as functional
as they are beautiful.” »
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Stewart Tilger

… to furniture designer

ALCHEMY

C O L L E C T I O N S
MODERN

FURNITURE

STORE

2029 2N D AV E . S E ATTL E , WA 98121
T. 206.448.3309
WWW.A L C H E M Y C OL L E C TI ON S .C OM
909 WE S TE RN AV E . S E ATTL E , WA 98104
T. 206.682.7575
WWW.C A M E RI C H S E ATTL E .C OM

I NTER I OR DESIG N + STAG I NG SERVI CES
f u l l s e r v i c e i n te r i o r d e s i g n / d e s i g n c o a c h i n g / c o n te m p o r a r y s t a g i n g

DESIGN STAGE
design consultation / interior staging

t 2 0 6 . 3 9 0 . 5147

e info@d e sign-stag e.c om

w d e sign-stag e.c om
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Barkley Sound Bags
are available in six
styles. The Hood River
tote, made from neon
windsurfing sails, is
Rutherford’s favorite.
“It’s fun to put them
together, laying out all
these disparate pieces
and creating a bag out
of a collage.”

Dave Rutherford

WHO:
WHAT: Founder of Barkley Sound Bags
WHERE: Seattle

from architect …
… to product designer

Photographed by ERIC KREBS

Behind a blue-roofed house in Seattle is the
garage–studio of Dave Rutherford’s Barkley Sound Bags.
It’s a charming, tidy spot dedicated to creating one-ofa-kind bags from worn-out boat sails. A long worktable
dominates the room, with canoes and a sailing dinghy
suspended from the ceiling. A sign mounted over the
garage door reads, “New Life for Old Sails.”
Barkley Sound Bags—named for a favored sailing spot
west of Vancouver Island—launched in 2008, just as
Rutherford was planning to retire from a 34-year career
as an architect. His daughter couldn’t find the right tote
for a trip to Europe, so Rutherford whipped one up on his
industrial sewing machine. “It needed to be water repellent, soft sided, and carry-on friendly,” says Rutherford,
who found the perfect material in an old memory-laden
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mainsail he’d saved from his own boat. Thinking that
others might need such a traveling solution, he started
his bag business.
It’s a well-tailored second career for him, combining
his love of sailing, design, and construction. A trademark
of his work is turning a sail’s many practical elements—
grommets, reef points, cringles, batten pockets, racing
numbers—into eye-catching details.
Currently, Rutherford offers six basic models, but there
are more styles to come. Specially commissioned pieces
and works-in-progress hang around his studio, reflecting
a mind that’s not even close to exhausting the potential
of his chosen medium. When a sail has ended its run
on the sea, it probably hopes to wind up in the hands of
Dave Rutherford. h

furniture

|

lighting

|

rugs

|

decor

fresh
Organic
s pac e s

design services available

1122 NW Glisan St. Portland, Oregon 97209

503.295.7336

ewfmodern.com

CHRISTINE WARJONE ART
Acrylic on Canvas

WOOD RIVER VALLEY ARTISTS STUDIO TOUR
SUN VALLEY, IDAHO
September 26–28, 2014
WEBSITE: cwarjone.com

FACEBOOK: ChristineWarjoneArt
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“There are so many great
new wallcoverings out there.
Think fuschia stitching on
green grasscloth. You can
take something boring like
a hallway and turn it into
something magical.”—robin chell
Culled from the archives of the Röhsska Museum
in Gothenburg, Sweden, this exquisite print by
renowned Japanese woodblock artist Utagawa
Hiroshige shows his mastery of depicting rain in
landscapes. Hiroshiges Regnskyar wallpaper
mural by Sandberg Tyg & Tapet, $1,310 at
Örling & Wu, Vancouver, orlingandwu.com.

change.
now!
What do we want?

When do
we want it?

Meet our panel of experts:

You have the power to transform the look of every room in your house,

Andrew Gath, Gath Interior Design
Amanda Evans, Twenty One Two Designs
Robin Chell, Robin Chell Design
Jake France and Richard Rolfe, Boys Fort
Victoria McKenney, Enviable Designs

and it starts right now. Six interior designers give you their best tips to inspire
change—whether you have an hour, a day, a week, or a month to do it. Today,
we start a house revolution. Fist pump together now!

Written by stacy kendall, NICOLE MUNSON, and JASMINE VAUGHaN
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1

hour
lickety split

Lighting Tips

One thing is clear:
light matters. Of all

the topics we discussed with our
design experts, lighting was
at the top of the list for how to
transform a room in an instant.
Here, some tips from Jake France
and Richard Rolfe of Boys Fort.
• A unique lamp can be a great
addition to a room. Lamps, like
art, speak to people. (This
page: IC Lights by Michael
Anastassiades for Flos, $545
as shown, at Inform Interiors,
Seattle, informseattle.com)
• Install dimmer switches.
Everything should be on a
dimmer switch.
• Don’t feel stuck with the same
white shade your lamp came
with. Switch it up. A really
good look is a black barrel
shade with a silver or gold
liner. It’s great for places where
you want a more moody feel. »

See more
lighting picks
at graymag.net/
transformations
GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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Samphire wallpaper by
Farrow & Ball, $225 at Table
Top & Home, Bellevue, WA,
tabletopandhome.com.

1

hour
lickety split

“Create a gallery wall with
some favorite images, and frame
in coordinating picture frames.
A mix of prints, photos and even
specialty gift-wrapping paper
can have a great impact for a
small investment.” —Amanda evans

“Don’t make thegbegrd!eat bedding
vin
What’s the pointyoofu ha
t see them with
n’
ca
if
s
eet
sh
and
Fold layers down
a duvet pulled upow? the
m off.”
and sh

courtesy Farrow & Ball

—boys fort

“Pull furniture away from the walls. Even if your
room is tiny, pull it away from the wall—just six inches!
It makes the room look bigger.” —boys fort

“Switch out just one of your dining room chairs for
something different. I like to mix up chairs, and I am
all about asymmetry.” —andrew gath
FROM LEFT: Adam Armchair, price upon request, at Bedford Brown, Portland, bedford
brown.com. Mood chair by Artifort, $1,154 at Gabriel Ross, Victoria, B.C., grshop.com.
Harper Rocker by Bernhardt Design, from $2,737 at Hive Modern, Portland, hivemodern.com.

“If you have
a great little
accent table, use
it for something
else, like a bar
cart. Repurpose
things, rather
than just
thinking of
their original
function.”
—Victoria McKenney
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»

Tracey Ayton Photography, courtesy Twenty One Two Designs

style

Inspiration.

KOHLER Signature Store by Keller Supply is a mecca for
inspiration, featuring displays of faucets, showerheads, tubs, sinks,
toilets, and other premium bath products alongside a series of vignettes
highlighting products in an eclectic range of real-life settings.

1 0 1 8 11 6 t h A v e N E , S t e 1 7 0

•

B e l l e v u e , WA 9 8 0 0 4

•
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1

day

Tessa Mod shelving
system, $857 as shown at
EQ3, Vancouver, eq3.com.

easy peasy

up space on the desk, maximize storage,
“Use vertical shelving in the office to clear art,
and create a display of treasured items, and accessories.” —Amanda evans

“In the office, the desk should float, facing the
door. There’s nothing worse than having your
back up against the door. It should look like
you’re the king or queen of your office. And you
don’t have to have an ‘office’ chair. Do you
really need to swivel?” —boys fort
Flat.C wall system by Antonio Citterio for
B&B Italia, $22,000 as shown. Metropolitan
Dining Chair by Jeffrey Bernett for B&B Italia,
from $992. The Table by Monica Armani for
B&B Italia, $7,467 as shown. Cratis
rug by B&B Italia, $925 per square
meter. All available at B&B Italia,
Seattle, divafurniture.com.
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“Look for more unique hardware or vintage hardware from salvage shops. Susan
Wheeler in Seattle sometimes has boxes
of old knobs. I also love leather pulls. The
idea is always how to warm up a space.”
—andrew gath
Metro Kitchen Knob by Armac Martin, $25 at Bradford
Decorative Hardware, Vancouver, bradfordhardware.com.
Carme and Demeter Leather Switchplates, $108 each
at Canoe, canoegoods.com.

Featured project:
Meredith Stenning CKD, CBD
Stenning Design Group, LLC

Colorful Ideas Brought to Life
We created Abodian for a simple reason—because there was no company out there
creating high-quality, high-design, highly functional cabinetry that was financially
accessible, and that’s exactly what we needed. We unite all of the above at Abodian,
where all of our products are sustainably made in the Pacific Northwest.
Call or visit our Seattle showroom today for a design consultation.

206.329.1080 | abodian.com

As part of our mission to reduce our carbon
footprint, Abodian has designed the QŪB—made
from 100% salvaged materials, these upcycled
boxes come with shelves or doors and stack or
mount in any configuration you can think of.
Free shipping through
September 30th with
promo code Graymag2014
abodian.com/qub
GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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1

week

“A NEW backsplash can completely
redesign the look of your kitchen
or bath. The backsplash is an
opportunity to use a material, like
marble or glass, that otherwise
might not be practical for
countertops.” —Victoria McKenney

put some elbow
grease into it

“Mix natural materials to create balance in a
space and make it feel super high-end. Installing
wood on the ceiling or on a wall is hugely
transformative.” —Robin Chell

Tracey Ayton photography, courtesy Twenty One Two Designs

Brent Smith, courtesy Robin Chell Designs

Houndstooth jewel glass mosaic by New Ravenna
Mosaics, price upon request at Ambiente Tile,
multiple locations, ambientetile.com.

“A tile feature wall behind the sink makes a strong
visual statement and adds depth and texture to
an otherwise simple room.” —amanda evans

“Something that can make a big difference, without much of a financial
investment, is creating wall paneling with one-and-a-half-inch molding.
Attach the molding to the drywall and paint both the same color.
It gives your room a new architectural feature.” —Victoria McKenney
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NEW!
on display in our showroom

indoor/outdoor showers & faucets
Visit our showroom located at 4129 Stone Way N, Seattle, WA 98103
Open Monday - Friday 9-5, Appointments Available; (206) 388-0762
Service & Installation: (206) 633-1700

www.bestplumbing.com
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1

month
the long haul

“Make the wall around
your bed an entire
wall of millwork. I’m
such a fan of custom
millwork because you
can have it any way
that functions best for
your needs.”

Victoria Tang, courtesy Enviable Designs

—Victoria McKenney
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courtesy Benjamin Moore

the long haul

Jaclyn Campanaro, courtesy Boys Fort
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Mark Woods, courtesy Robin Chell Design

als in the
“Make the kitchen island more special—you can mix materi
kitchen for a great contrast. I love quartz for an island countertop.
—ROBIN CHELL
It’s natural, but more durable than marble and it really pops.”

“The most transformative material for flooring
is Milestone. It looks like concrete, but it has resin
mixed in that makes it more resilient and resistant
to cracking. You can install it over existing flooring
so you don’t have to rip things out and throw them
in the landfill.” —ROBIN CHELL
Milestone architectural finishing system by the Rudd
Company, from $2 per square foot through Evergreen Building
Products, multiple locations, evergreenbp.com.
See 50 more
high-impact
products and tips
at Graymag.net/
transformation
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“Add sculptural greenery at the
front door, like a tall cypress bush on either
side. I love them in a black ceramic pot in a
matte finish.” —Victoria McKenney

paint

Almost any surface in your home can
be transformed with paint—and what a
difference it makes. For maximum impact,
try painting kitchen or bathroom cabinets,
wood floors that are un-salvageable, and
the house exterior, including the front door.

From top: Compass and Lario, by Devine Color,
$60 per gallon, devinecolor.com. Requisite Gray
by Sherwin-Williams, from $37 per gallon, sherwinwilliams.com. Breath of Fresh Air front door
paint, from $37 a gallon, benjaminmoore.com.

A R T I S A N
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SCOT ECKLEY INC
Landscape Design + Construction
scoteckley.com | 206.526.1926

Live outside.

CALL FOR A COMPLIMENTARY DESIGN CONSULTATION

SCOT ECKLEY INC.indd 2

Architectural Planters for Commercial and
Residential Applications
Full Design Services
Available
o
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517 E Pike Street Seattle WA 98122 206.329.4737

7/15/14 8:31 PM
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“From a purely aesthetic point of view,
flowers in season have more character;
the stems are more quirky and beautiful
and graceful. And, you can get much
more nuanced color than what’s
available in mass-produced flowers.”
—Amy Merrick, floral designer

A bouquet features a blush-colored
dahlia with dusky accompaniments,
including a mauve Queen Anne’s lace,
scented geranium foliage, and dark
purple pincushion flowers. below:
Her head adorned with a woven floral
crown, a Floret workshop attendee
poses in front of a Skagit Valley barn.

phantasm
of flora
Out in a fairy-tale field in Skagit Valley,
a flower farmer and floral designer create
the perfect gathering amidst summer’s
bountiful blooms.
Written by DEBRA PRINZING : Photographed by Laura D’Art

GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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Zinnias, dahlias, and a colorful array of other stems harvested
at Floret provided the starting point for each design. opposite
(from top): Designer Amy Merrick (left) and flower farmer
Erin Benzakein teamed up to teach floral design techniques;
students worked at tables inside a restored barn; Benzakein
hauls a truckload of beech branches to decorate the barn; and a
student shares delight in her hand-crafted bouquet.
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Come August, the flower fields of
the Pacific Northwest are unparalleled,
a polychromatic explosion of textures
and scents. In a lush corner of Mount
Vernon, Washington, Erin Benzakein
harvests colorful zinnias, velvety celosia, and other blooms from Floret, her
organic two-acre cut-flower farm. As of
last year, she also hosts workshops at
her farm, teaching floral aficionados the
art of natural flower design.
For her first weekend intensive, she
invited a collaborator, Amy Merrick,
a Brooklyn, New York–based floral
designer and stylist known for her wild,
nostalgic floral arrangements (picture
a Dutch master painting come to life).
The session sold out in two days.
It sounds academic to say that 17
flower enthusiasts—ranging from
professional designers to those just
entering the field—gathered to learn
basic floral harvesting, care techniques,
and to study the mechanics of bouquetmaking. Yes, that was the focus—but
it was much more than that, once you
factor in the dreaminess of 3,500 dahlias
at their peak, plus thousands of stems of
lavish annuals, perennials, vines, herbs,
and fruiting branches of the season.
Merrick and Benzakein conjured up
something more like performance art
than a heady and intellectual study, as
they emphasized a sense of place and
nature’s diversity. Let loose in Floret’s
growing fields, the participants were

urged to raid the fields to their hearts’
content. “That’s everyone’s dream,
right?” Benzakein says. “To have your
senses overwhelmed by flowers. It was
pretty epic.”
Their arms laden with delicate
tendrils, petals, and pods, the students
filled three pickup truckloads with
buckets of blooms and followed Merrick
and Benzakein to Basye Farm, a Skagit
Valley homestead located just three
miles away. There, inside a recently
restored 19th-century barn, the design
class began.
Merrick shared techniques to create
wistful bouquets, centerpieces, and
whimsical flower crowns. Standing
around long trestle tables, each
participant practiced the loose grip that
Merrick demonstrated, letting the
flowers relax in their hands and building
a natural, open structure.
For Kailla Platt, a Portland garden designer-turned-florist, the chance to learn
from women she knew only through
blogs and Instagram feeds was nothing
short of magical. “The stars aligned and
I got to be part of it,” she says. “You
couldn’t help but come away being
inspired.” Immersed in just-picked
florals and surrounded by creative,
like-minded women, Platt pinpoints
the workshop as the “fire” that gave her
the confidence to formally launch her
studio, Kailla Platt Flowers. »
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Floret
Workshops

Erin Benzakein offers
ongoing seasonal
workshops in
Mount Vernon; the next
ones are August 19–20;
September 28–30; and
October 2–4.
floretflowers.com

On the second evening, with new
friendships formed and newfound
assurance in their personal talents, the
women enjoyed a farm-to-table dinner
inside the vintage barn. Fittingly, Benzakein and Merrick chose A Midsummer
Night’s Dream for the meal’s theme.
Anne Parker, a Portland chef, prepared
a menu as local as the flowers.
Garlands of hop vines festooned the
rafters and beech branches turned
the upright posts into trees, reflecting
the carefree spirit of summer. Each
woman’s head was encircled by a floral
crown of her own making. Tables were
decorated with flowers, fruit, and foliage,
illuminated by votives.
So often Benzakein sends her flowers
out into the world, not knowing how
they will be shaped by others’ hands.
This time was different, she says. “It
was so cool to see our flowers elevated
to such a blissful level.”
People came to learn skills, but they
left with something more, Merrick
observes. “So much of the workshop
was about empowering each other to
live out our dreams, putting ourselves
into the world as creative women.”
If it’s true that flowers symbolize
words not always spoken aloud, one
could say that each designer held a
promise in her hands. In Skagit Valley,
for one weekend, kinship flourished and
Eden felt possible. h

See more photos
from Floret’s
workshop and
dinner at Graymag
.net/floret
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Opposite (from top): Handmade garlands
and a lush arrangement set the mood for the
party designed by the participants; the menu
was as local as the flowers on the table; and
hanging votives illuminated the barn at dusk.
this page: With hop vines draped overhead
and a linen-covered table embellished with
seasonal flowers, foliage, and branches, the
workshop concluded with an unforgettable
field-to-vase, farm-to-table meal.
GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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| craft
CLOCKWISE FROM top
LEFT: Martin’s pieces

include the walnut Record
Credenza; the exquisite
Bronze Shaker Table with
a cast base and metal rings
inset to secure cracks; and
the new Painted Cabinet,
patterned with artful
swaths of color-distorting
oxidizers and bleaches.

with the

grain

Imperfect wood is an ideal medium
for one furniture artisan’s craft.
Written by R. Bruce Striegler : Photographed by Tom Nugent

“Selecting lumber is like choosing the palette for a painting.”
So begins a conversation with 30-year-old designer Jeff
Martin, founder of Jeff Martin Joinery, on a recent visit to
his workshop in east Vancouver.
Martin’s handcrafted designs—tables, credenzas, and
dressers—are elegantly simple shapes, the wood’s pigmentation and grain the starring features. The planks that
shape his creations come exclusively from environmentally
responsible sources, including trees that are sick or slated
for removal due to development. Martin also works with
metal shops in Vancouver and a bronze foundry on British
Columbia’s Saltspring Island to create custom table bases.
A singularly striking piece in his product line is the
Bronze Shaker Table, which features a walnut, maple,
oak, ash, or fir tabletop—often inlaid with polished metal
engineer’s rings or pieces of wood to secure natural cracks
in the surface. “I use this technique to cover flaws and
add stability or strength—but also to paint the slab as if it
were a canvas, in a visually rhythmic way,” Martin says. He
frequently spends more than 100 hours creating a single
tabletop, and prices reflect the laborious process: A table he
recently created for an interior designer in Geneva fetched
$25,000. But the retail market isn’t Martin’s priority at the
moment—furniture-as-art is. As Martin explains, “I’m
doing more conceptual work right now—stools and side
tables made from cast bronze, a limited number of editions,
all signed. I suppose you could call them sculptures.” h
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Portland’s Union Way is a tribute
to architectural ingenuity and civic
responsibility – so is a stroll through

A PATH WITHOUT A FOOTPRINT

a stand of Collins Pacific Albus trees.
Plantation grown Pacific Albus is
consistent, uniform and FSC ® 100%
certified. And as a visit to Union Square
clearly shows, the results are both
beautiful and environmental.

Lee Jimerson
800.329.1219
503.816.6962
ljimerson@collinsco.com

CollinsWood.com

Feel good about it
Lever Architecture. Photo by Jeremy Bittermann.
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“I have to warn people that others will want to
touch them when they’re wearing these necklaces.
Many people don’t even make eye contact but just
stand and stare. People were stroking my chest—
would you do that with someone’s tie?” —Seth Damm

Next-Level
Neckwear

In Seth Damm’s hands, basic cotton
rope becomes haute couture.
Written by Lindsay J. Westley

The brilliantly hued coils of Seth Damm’s

Seth Damm’s newest
creations include EBC, a
custom necklace for Gem&Bolt,
a Tulum, Mexico–based brand.
Damm’s designs are often
overscaled; some measure up
to 28 inches long and
12 inches wide.
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hand-dyed necklaces tumble across the chest of the
wearer, blending sculptural form with soft waves of
fiber. The large-scale, eye-catching pieces feel “less
like wearing jewelry and more like inhabiting it,”
says the Seattle-based designer. “They’re really more
like adornments than jewelry—and some are full-on
wearable tapestries.”
Though this series of work—titled Neon Zinn—
looks refined from a distance, up close the statuesque
creations reveal their rough-hewn roots. Damm uses
5/8-inch-thick raw cotton rope as his canvas,
creating intricate shapes by “drawing,” as he calls
it, on a table with the twisted fibers. He then maps
out a color sequence that enhances the design,
presoaks the rope, and dips it into vats of vivid
dye. After the rope dries, Damm re-creates the
architecture with hidden stitches and strategically
placed knots and cuffs.
What results is a three-dimensional form that’s
surprisingly tactile. “They’re not overly precious,”
Damm says of his neckwear. “I’m asking people to
consider this as a higher level of art, but if you look
closer, you’ll see that my canvas is still just a
humble piece of rope.” h
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A family retreat on a wooded
site in the San Juan Islands
consists of two buildings,
tucked into the woods and
intentionally invisible from the
bay and shoreline. A vertical
two-story guesthouse is
“all about looking out into
the canopy of trees,” says
architect Mike Jobes, while
the main pavilion is more
grounded, overlooking water
to the northeast. Architect and
founding partner Bob Hull
selected tight-knot cedar siding
to visually connect the home
to its forested surroundings.

An Architect’s Legacy

Bob Hull’s last built project was this humble yet perfectly formed retreat
in the San Juans, a home appropriately symbolic of his oeuvre.
Written by Jaime Gillin : Photographed by benjamin Woolsey
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DESIGN TEAM

architecture: The Miller Hull Partnership
structural engineering: Smith Lubke Structural Design
windows: Sierra Pacific Windows
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A shed roof and operable windows in the living room maximize
the air and light entering the home. The pine cladding extends
along the underside of the eave, strengthening the indoor–outdoor
connection. The architects used aluminum-clad pine windows
from Sierra Pacific Windows throughout the project.

w

hen Bob Hull passed away unexpectedly this
past April, the Pacific Northwest lost one of
its brightest architectural stars. This house
in the San Juan Islands is his last completed
project—and it’s fittingly emblematic of Hull’s
design strengths and fixations. The DanishAmerican client “wanted the simplest geometry possible—a series of modest vessels tucked into the
trees, with intimate spaces that frame great views,” says
Mike Jobes, the project architect, who worked closely with
Hull on the design. Additionally, the client and her husband
were committed to preserving the wild beauty of their site,
a three-acre parcel thick with pine and madrona trees, and
abutting a nature preserve.
The architects answered with a long rectangular pavilion that carefully needles through the existing trees without
harming a single one, and a separate two-story guesthouse
tower with a compact footprint. Every room has multiple
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glazed walls overlooking the site’s natural features, including a rock outcropping just outside the master bedroom
and a nurse log that the clients planted with native species. A shed roof on the southern side of the main house
slopes upward to maximize passive solar gain and natural
ventilation—both priorities in Hull’s design work—and lets
light filter through the tree canopy into the living spaces.
The interiors, in fitting Scandinavian style, are clean and refined, with little adornment to distract from the surrounding
landscape.
Beyond simply viewing nature from inside the house,
the owners wanted a place where they could sit outdoors
year round, in any weather. The architects worked with
Julie Smith Lubke, the project’s structural engineer, to
develop an entry canopy that subtly and modestly curves
downwards over a small porch. To force the 3/8-inch steel
plate to bow, Lubke lined the top with aluminum bars and
applied 400 pounds of tension via two steel cables, which »

In the kitchen, slate gray tiles, cabinets,
and countertop echo the hue of the
structure’s steel frame.

Floor-to-ceiling windows in the master bedroom overlook
a rock outcropping. A Hull-designed house typically
exposes the roof joists and beams, but in this case, the
architects covered the ceilings with knotty pine boards.
“The owner’s Danish sensibility led to this simpler expression,” Jobes says. “By cladding the underside of the roof
joists with a continuous plane of pine, the roof concept is
stronger and the space has a great sculptural quality to it,
like a Finn Juhl house.”

“Bob was a gifted
listener and loved to
engage his clients with
open dialogue. Each
time this particular
homeowner came in for
a design meeting, Bob
would have a bundle of
sketches to show them
that gave them a sense
of the direction his
thoughts were headed.
The sketches are so
evocative that they’d
be impossible not to
respond to. Then, as the
conversation unfolded,
he continued sketching,
and the idea bent and
morphed into what was
finally built.”
—Mike Jobes,
architect
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AbovE: A dog-ear in the roof of the guesthouse, along with
a steel pipe column, allows a large bank of glass to wrap the
corner unencumbered. left: Hull and Jobes in a grain silo in
Colton, Washington. “Bob loved agricultural buildings,” Jobes
says. “This particular silo had the roof removed, so looking up
was like looking at a James Turrell Skyspace. This is the photo
that helped me get through Bob’s death recently. I just love
how happy he looks in it.” Opposite: The porch canopy is anchored to a boulder in front of the house using steel cables and
400 pounds of downward pressure.

“Architecture was a constant obsession
for Bob—in a meeting, he was the guy
sketching on the side of the agenda.
He’d send drawings in the middle of
the night or early in the morning.”
—Mike Jobes, architect
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were attached to a piton and embedded in a boulder in
front of the house. It’s a signature Hull move, finding fresh,
architectural use for materials typically used in other
applications—in this case, sail rigging and rock-climbing
equipment—and it gives the structure a distinct architectural identity.
Working on this project was a pleasure for both Hull and
his clients, who appreciated Hull’s thoughtful, meditative
approach to design. “They’d get into these great meandering,
ponderous discussions about life, and how they live, and
what’s important to them,” Jobes recalls. “Bob got real
really fast with clients—he’d fly past small talk and get right
into medium and big talk right away. He spoke in a candid
manner, and was intuitive about following the design process.”
His openness is reflected in his architecture. As evidenced
by this project, and the many before it, Hull leaves behind a
legacy of buildings intimately connected to their settings—
and clients intimately connected with their buildings. h

“The clients didn’t interview any other architects; they came
straight to us. Danes take design really seriously, and our client
felt an immediate affinity for Bob and his approach. She really
opened herself up to the process.” —Mike Jobes, architect
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DESIGN TEAM

interiors: Lynne Parker Designs
construction: Hammer & Hand
cabinetry: Big Branch Woodworking
additional design: Alice Design

Design Redux

Thanks to a strategic renovation and
eye-popping wallpaper patterns, a midcentury
fixer-upper gets a second, brilliant go-round.
Written by RACHEL GALLAHER : Photographed by DAVID PAPAZIAN
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OPPOSITE: While interior designer
Lynne Parker opted to go bold
in most of her newly renovated
Portland house, she chose a more
subdued palette in the living
room. The two vintage chairs are
covered with Designers Guild silk.
A dark charcoal Gus sectional sits
opposite, complementing a Skagen
coffee table and Bølling tray table,
both from Design Within Reach.
“You can’t help but love the simple,
beautiful lines of these pieces,”
she says. THIS PAGE: A side table
in the master bedroom displays
an intriguing tableau, including an
antique Buddha sculpture.
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Wide-plank white-oak floors,
Carrara marble countertops,
and dark wood cabinetry by
Big Branch Woodworking bring
natural warmth to the kitchen,
and handmade brass knobs from
Baldwin adorn the cabinets.
“I loved the solid chunky feel
of these pulls and knobs,” says
Parker. The table and benches
were custom built by Jason
David Gillihan of Black Rabbit.
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BELOW: “The vision was to create a clean white palette with
graphic punctuations and hints of color,” says Parker, explaining
how this Schumacher wallpaper inspired the rest of the project.
“Black and white were the foundational start.” The floating
shelves in Parker’s kitchen hold vintage copper pots, white
goblets, and black trays that frame blue-and-white plates.

l

ast summer, Lynne Parker was
on the hunt. She thought she was
looking for a house to renovate and
flip—but when she toured a 1950s
daylight ranch perched on a hill in
Portland’s Council Crest Park, she
got unexpectedly attached and
decided to move in herself. Although the 2,400-square-foot
house was architecturally unremarkable, when the interior
designer walked in, she immediately saw beyond the low
ceilings, dinette kitchen, and small rooms to the potential
for bold wallpaper, exuberant décor, and an open floor plan.
“There’s something about transforming the old to new
that I just love,” Parker says. “I can always walk in a space
and quickly say, ‘OK, that wall goes, and that wall goes,’ and
just start envisioning how something will look.”

A renovation by building and remodeling firm Hammer
& Hand, using working drawings by Kevin Fischer of Alice
Design, included the addition of a master suite and the
expansion of the kitchen, both with vaulted ceilings to
make the space seem bigger.
Parker often uses brightly colored or daringly patterned
wallpaper as a jumping-off point for design concepts, and
her own home is no exception. “I use it like art,” she says.
“There are such amazing artists out there making really
special paper.” Before she even bought the house, she knew
she wanted to incorporate the newly released Queen of
Spain pattern from Schumacher, a black-and-white motif
that resembles rows of smudged black ink, which she spotted
in Portland’s Linde showroom. It now lines the stairway
connecting the two levels of the house, turning what could
have been a banal space into a bold statement. »
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In the master bath, a
Carrara marble floor is
a luxurious foundation
for the Victoria + Albert
Bath’s Napoli tub from
Chown Hardware. In the
master bedroom, Hygge
& West’s Petal Pusher
wallpaper in gold sets
a feminine tone. “Toneon-tone papers subtly
draw you in, yet they’re
calm and restful enough
for a master suite,”
Parker says.

Other eye-catching wallpapers—an elegant gold-andwhite Hygge & West peony pattern called Petal Pusher
in the master bedroom, and the painterly, digitally printed
Flora Soft Focus from Brooklyn, New York–based Flat
Vernacular in one of her 20-year-old twin daughters’
rooms—served as additional inspiration for Parker’s
design. “Wallpaper adds personality, of course, as well as
color, dimension, graphic proportions, and in some cases,
height or depth,” she explains.
On the ground floor, the living room and kitchen balance
out the vibrant wall coverings with muted, neutral tones.
There is no dining room in the house, so Parker commissioned Jason David Gillihan, designer and founder of Black
Rabbit in Portland, to make a reclaimed wood table and
matching benches for the kitchen. High-end appliances
from Blue Star, Sub-Zero, and Dacor are a must for Parker,
who enjoys cooking and entertaining. She powdercoated
two saucer lights, salvaged from a dairy farm in southern
Oregon, black, with a peek-a-boo gold interior. New oak
floors add another layer of warmth. Floating shelves house
collected objects—Parker always urges her clients to
display their things instead of hiding them away in cupboards—including black trays from West Elm, plates from
Anthropologie, and favored finds from local vintage shops.
“I tried to create a special moment within each of the
vignettes in the house, but make sure they still feel related
to each other,” Parker says. “I’m always trying to tell a
story. With this house, the story was one of crisp contemporary combinations of black, white, and cobalt. I wanted
the space to feel luxurious, with personality and zing.” h

“I’m so excited when I discover
a new wallpaper or textile. I
think that’s why I’m a little bit
addicted to this process—I just
love having a new canvas to
work on.”
—Lynne Parker, resident
				

See before photos
and follow Parker’s
renovation process at
Graymag.net/parker
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and interior designer

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: In one of Parker’s daughter’s bedrooms, Flora Soft
Focus wallpaper from Flat Vernacular sets off the Trina Turk sheets and
a patchwork quilt sewn by Parker’s maternal grandmother; the bedside
lamp is from her paternal grandmother. The other daughter’s bedroom
features Hygge & West Otomi Red wallpaper, a custom wool-covered
headboard, and a Crate and Barrel coverlet. Downstairs, Big Branch
Woodworking created a bar area with a Carrera marble top and floating
shelves. The faucet is by Hansgrohe.
GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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warm
weathered

A beach cabin in the San Juans gets the
un-designer treatment with raw, rustic finishes
and surprising vintage finds.

Written by lindsey m. Roberts : Photographed by Aaron Leitz
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To furnish this island guesthouse, “I did a lot of junking and I found
really interesting things,” says interior designer Rocky Rochon—
including the steel dining table, formerly used as a surgical table
from World War II and now paired with antique steel chairs and
white benches made by Gary Sisson, of Mt. Pickett Woodworking.
The candlesticks are antique Chinese incense holders from the 16th
or 17th century. The painting above one of the 19th-century French
chairs is an abstract piece found in a junk store. The fireplace is
original to the cabin.

DESIGN TEAM

interiors: Rocky Rochon Design Studio
architecture: Stephen Sullivan Designs
construction: Schuchart/Dow
GRAY ISSUE No. SEVENTEEN
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beach cabin on an island in the San Juans was
charming in all the wrong ways when a family
from Seattle discovered it, tucked amid wild
cherry and evergreen trees. To start with, there
were the walls, made of 2x3 studs without any
insulation. There was the roof that had to go,
the numerous openings for critters, the lack of
heating … the list went on.
“It was in the right location, it had a form that was fairly workable,
but it needed a lot of work,” says John Hoedemaker, managing
partner of Schuchart/Dow, the builders who handled the renovation
along with interior designer Rocky Rochon and architect Stephen
Sullivan. The whole team instantly saw the potential. “It was rife
with opportunity,” Hoedemaker says.
The cabin serves as “the front door,” as Rochon calls it, to a nearly
200-acre property that was formerly an 1890s homestead and, later,
a summer resort. As such, the property includes a scattering of
additional buildings as well as a main house. But it’s this cabin,
which likely dates to the ‘20s or ‘30s, that visitors see today when
they land by seaplane in a private inlet in front of the building. »
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THIS PAGE: The windows in the living room are painted in Rochon’s own
Rocky Rochon Paint in an acidic green. The walls and bookshelves
resemble driftwood, and the linen chairs and sisal rug echo the hue of the
sand outside. A silver-tipped light bulb and its fixture are from Rejuvenation Hardware. OPPOSITE PAGE: Jade-green chairs provide a perch in
front of the cabin. Rochon recently painted the exterior window frames
the same bright green as in the interiors, to add some zip to the façade.
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BELOW LEFT: The ottoman, custom made from Ikea cowhide, “gives the living
room some funk,” Rochon says. Bookshelves were made from cedar sourced from
a nearby demoed building. When friends visited recently, “they were simply
enchanted,” the client says. “They said they felt like they were a part of the sea,
resting safely on the rocky shore with the waves lapping around them.”

ABOVE RIGHT: The kitchen retained its original upper cabinets, though they
got a coat of green paint, as well as its vintage window. Everything else—the
marble, butcher block, and perforated nickel screened cabinet doors—is new.

So it was important that the 900-square-foot guesthouse
served as a signal of the kind of experience that the hosts
wanted to provide. “The client has a highly sophisticated
sense of creativity,” Sullivan says. “Houses and interiors are
her art form. She seeks to create homes that are poetic, and
have the resonance of history.” Rochon adds that she likes
“traditional, romantic old architecture.” No cold or modern allowed—the house needed to be humble, warm, and eclectic.
After the much-needed roof repairs, the team replaced
the walls and windows and stripped the existing linoleum
flooring, exposing the concrete underneath. “The house is all
about being imperfect and building on history,” Rochon says.
Walls were recovered with reclaimed cedar and the ceilings
were also completely redone in a bright, white, coffered pattern.
Since the furnishings needed to look like they were
acquired over time, Rochon scoured all of his favorite haunts
(he notes that finding undiscovered vintage stores is almost as
hard as finding good vintage pieces) to source French chairs,
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Chinese candlesticks, and a steel surgical table from World
War II—now used as a dining table. Custom pieces, such as
the bedframes and nickel-plated screened cabinet doors, were
new, but made to look rustic.
Guests who have stayed at the finished cabin have raved in
emails to the homeowners. One couple was so moved by the
experience that they bought their own beach cabin for their
family two years later.
Could the loving reception be because of the relaxed feel to
the interiors? The clients think so. “I’ve always enjoyed living
in a more eclectic and casual environment,” the wife says.
“Raising a big family of five children, it was easy to go that
direction. And with the beach home, it seemed like the right
thing to do to create a place that was soothing.”
For the homeowners, unfussy interiors may have originated
from practicality’s sake when they had five little kids, and yet,
as they’ve found, that low-key style has a welcoming charm
all its own. h

“She [the client] wanted
something intimate and cozy.
It needed to look like things
had been collected over
the years. And it had to look
un-designed. Which is a very
difficult thing to do.”
—Rocky Rochon, interior designer

The master bed, made by Gary Sisson, has vintage wheels
for moving around the room and a natural linen duvet from
Restoration Hardware. The fabric on the bolster “was meant
to look vintage, like it was from a 1930s curtain,” Rochon
says. “Every detail we put in here … we wanted to look like
it was original to the home.”
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hospitality

Portland’s new Glyph Café & Arts Space features a laser-burned
design on the cerused white oak bar and an open layout where
customers can relax or work while seated on modular Kartell
Plastics System seating from Hive Modern. The pillows are made
from vintage kilims and Pendleton Woolen Mills fabric.

convergence zone
A new café in the Pearl is more than just another
place to fuel up on caffeine—it’s a cultural hub.
Written by RACHEL GALLAHER

In linguistics, “glyph” refers to an individual letter or

character that adds to the overall meaning of a word, such as
the French cedilla. In archaeology, a glyph is a carved symbol,
such as Egyptian hieroglyphics. In Portland, it refers to a new
downtown coffee shop—Glyph Café & Arts Space—as well as
the inspiration behind its design.
If you look closely, you’ll see, throughout the cafe, “repeating
geometric patterns that appear in many glyphs, particularly
Anasazi, Mayan, and Aztec graphic forms,” says Sandra
Comstock, who owns the café with her husband, Hugo
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Moreno. The pair brought in Leela Brightenburg and Alissa
Pulcrano of Bright Designlab to design a multifunctional,
interactive space.
Distinctive seating areas throughout the café accommodate different activities, from looking at art to performing on
stage. Couches provide room for relaxing and a bar has extra
outlets for laptops. The coffee counter is clad in an abstract,
laser-burned pattern, and was kept low to encourage conversation between employees and customers. A neutral palette
of whites, blacks, and grays ties the entire café together, »

DavidPapazian
Photography, Inc
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CLOCKWISE FROM BELOW: Cerused white oak tables
were designed by Bright Designlab and custom
built by woodworker Reed La Plant with shadowbox
tops to showcase poetry and local artists’ work. In
the front window, light fixtures hang from strings of
turned wood beads by Australian company Marz
Designs. Nooks and notches in the charred wood wall
encourage customers to leave hidden notes for other
patrons to find. Copper light fixtures by Tom Dixon
illuminate the counter and match Blu Dot chairs.

DESIGN TEAM

interiors: Bright Designlab
architecture: LRS Architects
construction: R&H Construction

while copper accents, in the form of chairs and light fixtures,
add warmth and a touch of glamour.
Near the entrance, a charred wood wall, designed by Bright
Designlab and fabricated by furniture maker Reed La Plant,
has nooks where people can slide notes, poems, or sketches
for someone else to discover. Two baristas—a writer and a
design student—left the first finds, and the owner’s children
and their friends often slip in a note or two. The take-oneleave-one method is encouraged.
“The poetry wall is all about sharing thoughts with others
in a fun and non-intimidating way,” Comstock says. “I think it
helps convey what our space aspires to be—a cultural crossroads for the diverse and often separate visual and literary
arts communities across Portland.” h
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ACCESSORIES FURNITURE LIGHTING ART

529 Beatty St., Vancouver BC T 604.632.0095 providehome.com

space. reinvented.

Living room + home office + bedroom = one powerfully functional space.
40+ solutions designed and made in Italy by
: the global leader
in transformable furniture design for more than 50 years.
Available exclusively from Resource Furniture.
Now serving the Seattle area.

861 Richards Street | Vancouver, B.C. | 604.681.0104

resourcefurniture.com

Seattle | Bellingham 518.955.5200

liSaStaton.com

New York | Los Angeles | Toronto | Vancouver | Calgary | Mexico City
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architecture
DESIGN TEAM

architecture: D’Arcy Jones Architecture
construction: LDH Installations
welding and installation: R&D Welding and Fabrication

Gallery
Nouveau
Forget the traditional white-box gallery.
Monte Clark Gallery rethinks the art of art display.
Written by RACHEL GALLAHER : Photographed by Sama Jim Canzian
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n January of 2013, Monte
Clark Gallery made a move
from South Granville’s famous
Gallery Row to the grittier
Great Northern Way, an
up-and-coming warehouse
district. But the bigger move
was from one gallery style
(sterile, all white) to another that is
decidedly cutting edge.
To transform the raw space—a
4,200-square-foot former 1960s bulldozer-painting facility—into a gallery,
owner Monte Clark, architect D’Arcy
Jones, and contractor Larry Halvorson
undertook a process of archeological
excavation. “We pressure-washed the
walls and floors and found all these old
layers and layers of paint,” Jones says.
“We had to remove a lot of things—the
ventilation system for the old painting
booths, and lots of oil and grease—and
it just got better and better the more
we stripped it bare.”
Since the original building was built
to be explosion-resistant (due to the
volatile nature of industrial paints), the
team couldn’t make any large structural
changes. They did, however, join two
work bays—the side-by-side rooms
formerly housing bulldozers—and added
three art-viewing rooms; a custom steeland-glass door; and an unconventional
open art-storage system made of Douglas fir dowels that allows patrons to
browse pieces that aren’t on the wall.
They also stripped the warehouse’s
industrial work bays down to bare
concrete block. In a concession to the
art on display, they clad the bottommost part of the walls in white-painted
drywall. “Even though we didn’t
want too traditional of a look, we still
needed those white walls for the art,”
Jones says. “Finding that balance was
a big challenge. As much as it [the
space] is unique, you don’t want the
walls to one-up the art.” »

Opposite: Upon entering Monte Clark Gallery in Vancouver, patrons are greeted
by white walls, concrete floors, and a custom raw steel staircase. Behind the front
desk are 40-foot-long art-storage racks made from Douglas fir dowels, which allows
visitors to browse the dozens of works not on display. this PAGE: The gallery is
housed in a former bulldozer-painting facility. Architect D’Arcy Jones removed two
old ventilation chimneys and added new skylights to seal off the holes in the roof.
The lines on the floor are railroad tracks set flush into the concrete, so the steel
tracks on the bulldozers rolling in and out would not destroy the floor.
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architecture

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT: The gallery door is custom glass
and steel, fabricated by R&D Welding and Fabrication and LDH
Installations, and was so heavy that there was only one hinge
in North America that could support it; in the bathroom, pops
of teal include swimming-pool lane-marking tile from Olympia
Tile and 1980s fixtures from Kohler. Of the unusual art storage
system, gallery owner Monte Clark says: “I wanted to make
the guts of the gallery available to the audience by making
the storage not only visible but accessible as well.” OPPOSITE:
The handrail and steel stair—which leads to a mezzanine that
houses an office, kitchen, and a smaller gallery—are hot-rolled
steel left raw to age naturally. h

“When this industrial building
became available, it seemed like
the next step in the evolution
of my gallery. Artists’ works
are becoming more experimental
and thus require more flexible
exhibition spaces.”
—Monte Clark, gallery owner
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special edition
For every –
GRAY Magazine Exto sold,
Conway Electric will

donate $1 to
Homeless in Seattle

through its parent
non-profit Facing Homelessness.
Money will be used to fund
operations and expand
the support network in
Seattle and the greater
King County area.
For purchasing information, see
graymag.net/special
edition

–™
The GRAY Magazine Exto
benefitting Homeless in Seattle
Photographed by Amanda Ringstad

Few things ruin the look of a room faster than an

unsightly plastic extension cord. And despite our daily reliance on
technology (and the outlets that power them), it wasn’t until the
–
beginning of this year that a savvy solution hit the market. The Exto,
a dual-outlet power-distribution unit from Seattle-based company
Conway Electric, is the extension cord of our design-loving dreams.
Kevin Faul, Conway’s founder, supports American manufacturing
and believes that “there is nothing that does not deserve a great
design.” We can get behind that. So we worked with Conway Electric
–
to create a customized GRAY version of the Exto,
with a dove-gray
powdercoated cover made of cast aluminum and stainless steel, with
cork inlet covers and a blue, braided cord covering. We wanted to
create a product that you’ll want to put on your desk, not under it.
For every GRAY Exto– sold, Faul will donate a dollar to the organization Homeless in Seattle. Charging up never looked, or felt, so good. h
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TOLOMEO MEGA

design M. De Lucchi & G.Fassina

1-877-382-9450 • Info@Lmatters.com • www.Lmatters.com
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WE FIND AND
SHOWCASE MODERN.
PERIOD.

5/20/14 9:21 AM

Beyond Beige Interior Design is a
multi-award winning, Vancouver
ﬁrm. Our expertise lies in
residential, hospitality, and
commercial design.

com

Whether you're building a new
home, renovating or completing
your look with furniture and decor
items, our design team will create
an original space inspired by you.

THE SOURCE FOR MODERN REAL ESTATE
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resources
17. SCENE
Contemporary Art
Gallery
Vancouver
contemporaryartgallery.ca
Design Museum Portland
Portland
designmuseumportland.org
Interior Design Show West
Vancouver
idswest.com
Katja Bremkamp
katjabremkamp.com
Nordic Heritage Museum
Seattle
nordicmuseum.org
One Works
Seattle
oneworksseattle.wix.com/home
Portland Art Museum
Portland
portlandartmuseum.org
Roberto Cortez
Seattle
robertocortez.com

Loganita Farm
Lummi Island, WA
loganita.com

Benjamin Moore & Co.
benjaminmoore.com
33. PROFILE
Barkley Sound Bags
Seattle
barkleysoundbags.com
Beyond Beige
Interior Design
Vancouver
beyondbeige.com
Cielo Home
& Interior Design
Portland
cielohomedesign.com
Garrison Hullinger
Interior Design
Portland
garrisonhullinger.com
Not2Big
Seattle
not2big.com
Standard Socket
Seattle
standardsocket.com

Seattle Design Festival
Seattle
designinpublic.org
Vancouver Design Week
Vancouver
vancouverdesignwk.com
Vancouver Heritage
Foundation
Vancouver
vancouverheritage
foundation.org
Yuri Kinoshita
Seattle
yurikinoshita.com

22. ART
Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation
Seattle
gatesfoundation.org
Janet Echelman
Brookline, MA
echelman.com
Gustafson Guthrie Nichol
Seattle
ggnltd.com

26. TRAVEL
The Willows Inn
Lummi Island, WA
willows-inn.com
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Bedford Brown
Portland
bedfordbrown.com

44. SOURCED
Boys Fort
Portland
boysfort.com
Enviable Designs
Vancouver
enviabledesigns.com
Gath Interior Design
Seattle
gathinteriordesign.com
Robin Chell Design
Seattle
robinchelldesign.com
Twenty One Two Designs
Vancouver
twentyonetwo.ca
Ambiente Tile
Bellevue and Seattle
ambientetile.com
Armac Martin
martin.co.uk
Artifort
artifort.com
B & B Italia
Seattle
bebitalia.com
divafurniture.com

Bernhardt Design
bernhardtdesign.com
Bradford Decorative
Hardware
Vancouver
bradfordhardware.com
Canoe
canoegoods.com
Devine Color
devinecolor.com
EQ3
Vancouver
eq3.com
Evergreen Building
Products
Multiple locations
evergreenbp.com
Farrow & Ball
farrow-ball.com
Flos Lighting
flos.com

57. IN SEASON
Amy Merrick
Brooklyn
amymerrick.com
Floret
Mount Vernon, WA
floretflowers.com
Anne Parker
Portland
madebyanneparker.com
Kailla Platt Flowers
Portland
kaillaplattflowers.com

62. CRAFT
Jeff Martin Joinery
Vancouver
jeffmartinjoinery.ca

64. FASHION
Neon Zinn
Seattle
neonzinn.com

Gabriel Ross
Victoria
grshop.com

66. FEATURE
The Miller Hull
Partnership
Seattle
millerhull.com

Hive Modern
Portland
hivemodern.com

Sierra Pacific Windows
Multiple locations
sierrapacificwindows.com

Inform Interiors
Seattle
informseattle.com

Smith Lubke Structural
Design
Seattle
smithlubke.com

New Ravenna Mosaics
newravenna.com
Örling & Wu
Vancouver
orlingandwu.com
Rudd Company, Inc.
Seattle
ruddcompany.com
Sandberg Tyg & Tapet
sandbergab.se
Sherwin-Williams
sherwin-williams.com
Tabletop & Home
Bellevue, WA
tabletopandhome.com

72. FEATURE
Lynne Parker Designs
Portland
lynneparkerdesigns.com
Alice Design
Portland
alicedesignpdx.com
Anthropologie
Multiple locations
anthropologie.com
Baldwin Hardware
Available through
Chown
Portland and Bellevue, WA
chown.com
baldwinhardware.com
Benjamin Moore
Multiple locations
benjaminmoore.com

Big Branch Woodworking
Portland
bigbranchwoodworking.com
Black Rabbit
Portland
blackrabbitbuilders.com
Blue Star
Multiple locations
bluestarcooking.com
Crate and Barrel
Multiple locations
crateandbarrel.com
Dacor
Multiple locations
dacor.com
Designers Guild
designersguild.com
Design Within Reach
Seattle and Portland
dwr.com
Flat Vernacular
flatvernacular.com
Hammer & Hand
Portland and Seattle
hammerandhand.com
Hansgrohe
hansgrohe-usa.com
Hygge & West
San Francisco
hyggeandwest.com
John Robshaw Textiles
Multiple locations
johnrobshaw.com
Linde Limited
Portland
lindeltd.com
Nordstrom
Multiple locations
nordstrom.com
Schumacher
Seattle
fschumacher.com
Sub-Zero
Multiple locations
subzero-wolf.com
Trina Turk
trinaturk.com
West Elm
Multiple locations
westelm.com
Williams-Sonoma
Multiple locations
williams-sonoma.com

The DESIGN MAGAZINE for the
Pacific Northwest
GRAY is the authority on design in the greater Pacific Northwest, offering insider
access to exclusive stories, emerging trends, and rising-star talent. Topics range from
stunning architecture and interiors to innovative product design ... from cutting-edge
fashion to inspiring conceptual projects. GRAY is for and about design connoisseurs,
with each issue showcasing the best residential and commercial design throughout
Washington, Oregon, British Columbia, Idaho, Alaska, and beyond.
Don’t miss a single issue ... subscribe today!

✂
1 year $30 // 6 issues
2 years $50 // 12 issues

Subscribe online at graymag.net
Or, fill out this form and mail with payment to:
GRAY, 19410 Hwy 99, Ste. A #207, Lynnwood, WA 98036

name (please print)

EMAIL

address	apt.
city	st/prv	zip	country
❑ check
enclosed
❑ visa ❑ mc

____ ____ ____ ____

Exp.

_ _ /_ _

CVC

___

❑ CC Billing address same as above ❑ If different, please include
US funds. Available to U.S. and Canadian addresses. International addresses add $10. Your first issue will
arrive in 6 to 9 weeks. By providing your e-mail address you are agreeing to receive GRAY’s e-newsletter.
GRAY does not sell or rent subscriber names, e-mail addresses, or mailing information.
E-mail: info@graymag.net Fax: 866.437.6204
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resources
78. FEATURE
Rocky Rochon Design
Seattle
rockyrochon.com
Gallerie Franzhiska
Lake Forest Park, WA
galleriefranzhiska.com
Mt. Pickett Woodworking
Olga, WA
mtpickettwoodworking.com
Rejuvenation
Portland and Seattle
rejuvenation.com
Restoration Hardware
restorationhardware.com

LDH Installations
Surrey, B.C.
778-874-8811
R&D Welding and
Fabrication
Surrey, B.C.
604-341-6952

92. SPECIAL EDITION
Conway Electric
Seattle
conwaygoods.com
Homeless in Seattle
Facing Homelessness
Seattle
facinghomelessness.org

Stephen Sullivan Designs
Seattle
stephensullivandesigns.com

84. HOSPITALITY
Bright Designlab
Portland
brightdesignlab.com
Glyph Café & Arts Space
Portland
glyphpdx.com
Hive Modern
Portland
hivemodern.com
LRS Architects
Portland
lrsarchitects.com

93. Beyond Beige
Interior Design
Vancouver
beyondbeige.com
31. Bradlee
Distributors, Inc.
Multiple locations
bradlee.net
65. Brian Paquette Interiors
Seattle
brianpaquetteinteriors.com
15. BUILD LLC
buildllc.com
15. Chesmore Buck
chesmorebuck.com
37. Chown Hardware
Portland and Bellevue, WA
chown.com

19. IIDA Northern Pacific
Chapter
iida-northerpacific.org
21. Interior Design
Show West
Vancouver
idswest.com

87. K & L Interiors
Seattle
kandlinteriors.com

Museum of Anthropology
Vancouver
moa.ubc.ca

AD INDEX
93. 360° Modern
Seattle
360modern.com

63. Collins
Multiple locations
collinsco.com
15. Coop14
coop15.com
15. CTA Design
Builders, Inc
ctabuilds.com

Reed La Plant
Portland
reedlaplant.com

41. Alchemy Collections
Seattle
alchemycollections.com
camerichseattle.com

41. Design Stage
Seattle
design-stage.com
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2. Hive
Portland
hivemodern.com

15. 93. Coates Design
Architects
Bainbridge Island, WA
coatesdesign.com

14. AKJ Architects LLC
akjarchitects.com
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53. hip
Portland
ubhip.com

Interior Design Show West
Vancouver
idswest.com

R&H Construction
Portland
rhconst.com

Olympia Tile
Burnaby, B.C.
olympiatile.com

15. Nathan Good Architects
nathangoodarchitects.com

14. Johnson Squared
Architects
johnsonsquared.com

85. David Papazian
Photography
papazianphoto.com

Kohler Signature Store
Bellevue, WA
us.kohler.com

13. Hammer & Hand
Seattle and Portland
hammerandhand.com

43. Christine Warjone Art
cwarjone.com

49. Abodian
Seattle
abodian.com

Monte Clark Gallery
Vancouver
monteclarkgallery.com

10. The Modern Fan Co.
modernfan.com

98. MY NW
Coast Modern
coastmodernfilm.com

Marz Designs
marzdesigns.com

88. ARCHITECTURE
D’Arcy Jones Architecture
Vancouver
darcyjones.com

14. Gelotte Hommas
gelottehommas.com

85. Digs
Seattle
digsshowroom.com

35. B & B Italia
Seattle
bebitalia.com
divafurniture.com

15. Duncan McRoberts
Associates
mcroberts-associates.com

14. Baylis Architects
baylisarchitects.com

65. Emerick Architects
Portland
emerick-architects.com

14. BC&J Architecture
bcandj.com
15. Ben Trogden Architects
bentrogdonarchitects.com
51. Best Plumbing
Seattle
bestplumbing.com

43. EWF Modern
Portland
ewfmodern.com
15. FabCab
fabcab.com
15. Fig. Studio
Architecture + Interiors
figstudiopdx.com

14. KASA Architecture
kasaarchitecture.com
47. Keller Supply
Multiple locations
www.kellersupply.com
23. Krekow Jennings
Seattle
krekowjennings.com
16. Kush Handmade Rugs
Portland
kushrugs.com
93. Light Matters
Seattle
lmatters.com
87. Lisa Staton Design
Seattle, Bellingham, WA
lisastaton.com
99. Loewen
loewen.com
Available through:
Sound Glass
Tacoma
soundglass.com
Windows Doors & More
Seattle
windowshowroom.com
37. Masins Fine
Furnishings &
Interior Design
Bellevue, WA
masins.com
4. Mitchell Gold
+ Bob Williams
Portland
mgbwhome.com

29. The Nines
Portland
thenines.com
32. OPUS Vancouver
Vancouver
vancouver.opushotel.com
87. Provide
Vancouver, B.C.
providehome.com
56. Ragen & Associates
Seattle
ragenassociates.com
87. Resource Furniture
Vancouver, B.C.
resourcefurniture.com
15. rho architects
rhoarchitects.com
15. Richard Brown
Architect
rbarch.com
9. Room & Board
Seattle
roomandboard.com
56. Scot Eckley Inc
Seattle
scoteckley.com
25. Seattle Design Festival
Seattle
designinpublic.org
11. Sierra Pacific Windows
Multiple locations
sierrapacificwindows.com
12. Style Garage
Vancouver and Toronto
stylegarage.com
55. Tufenkian
Portland
tufenkianportland.com
20. Vancouver
Design Week
Vancouver
vancouverdesignwk.com
85. Vanillawood
Portland
vanillawood.com
63. Wood-Works
Cabinetry + Design
Seattle
woodworkscad.com
Back Cover:
The Fixture Gallery
Multiple locations
thefixturegallery.com

workshop
The ultimate buyer’s guide. Your resource for everything from design studios and artisans, to trades- and craftspeople.

not2big®
React. Reduce. Rethink. Recycle. Relax. At not2big, we build modern,
artisan furniture one piece at a time. Handcrafted and individually numbered,
no two pieces are exactly alike. Our designs combine the warmth of wood with
a creative mix of other materials to produce timeless furniture that is functional
and beautiful. Whether you choose an in-house design or a custom piece, it will
be a true original. Our goal is to inspire, delight, and surprise, bringing our clients
a personalized experience and providing them with a unique product not
available anywhere else. Rethinking how furniture is made. We are not2big!
www.not2big.com
(425)503-0710

ESQUE STUDIO
shop. design. customize.
commercial. residential.
For the past 20 years, Esque has earned international acclaim as trendsetters
of modern design. Creating unique, functional, concept-based glassware
for the design industry, handmade to order in Portland, Oregon.
esque-studio.com
(503) 289.6392

Carbon & Sand
Garden Gates

New to the Northwest:
unique and creative
garden gate designs
by Carbon and Sand.
All our gates are
custom-designed
and detailed to each
of our clients’
specifications. These
custom gates will
bring you enjoyment
for generations.
carbonandsand.com

Archilume
Archilume’s unassuming simplicity masks a visionary design that transforms
energy-efficient LED lighting into beautiful accent luminaires. The clear cylindrical
lens features a conical diffuser that emits an elegant glow without the glare
of a visible light source. Suited for ultra-modern to heritage-style interiors, the
transparency of this design is its trademark aesthetic feature. Available in two
gentle light effects: one evokes ripples on water, the other provides diffuse, even
illumination. These dimmable luminaires are intended for illumination at counter
and bar areas, in clustered formations as chandeliers in entrances, lounges and
dining areas, or anywhere people want beautiful lighting accents.
www.archilume.com (604) 710-2576
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my northwest
MORE MODERN
Bernard will speak
on the GRAY Conversation
Stage at interior design
show west IN VANCOUVER
on September 27;
coast modern will
screen at THE SHOW
ON September 26.
SEE GRAYMAG.NET FOR
FULL IDSWEST
SCHEDULE

WHO:

mike
bernard
Film and Art Director

WHERE: Museum of Anthropology
at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver
Photographed by Jeremy Jude Lee
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The first time Mike Bernard
saw the Museum of Anthropology in
Vancouver, he was 10 years old and
on a class trip. The concrete-andglass building, designed in 1976
by legendary Canadian architect
and urban planner Arthur Erickson,
sits on a cliff overlooking the Pacific
Ocean. Its structure, inspired in
part by traditional First Nations
post-and-beam longhouses, made
a lasting impression on the young
Bernard. “It just draws you in,” he
says. “There is a very gentle slope
that takes you into the building
where you are surrounded by totem
poles. It’s very powerful.” Bernard’s
fascination with architecture led
him to co-direct Coast Modern, the
internationally popular documentary
from 2012 that looks at Modernist
residential architecture on the
West Coast.
Thirty-five years after his first
encounter, the museum and its
setting still exert a magnetic pull.
Sometimes Bernard brings his
sleeping bag to the grassy hills
around the building to spend the
night at the feet of the totem poles.
It’s an alluring place to muse on
what’s to come. Bernard is currently
working on the sequel to Coast
Modern, an exploration of what the
future holds for cities—both in
the Pacific Northwest, and the
world beyond. h
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Bruns Architecture • FIELDSTONE HOUSE

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN, TIMELESS COMFORT
Discover the beauty, elegance and craftsmanship of Loewen windows and doors
in a whole new way with this interactive app. This stunning and easy-to-use
application will guide you through the features and benefits of our hand-crafted
products and provide inspiration for your next project.
Features
• Why Loewen – Discover the Value – all about the Loewen difference
• Interactive product catalog including drawings and specifications
• Discover the details in the palm of your hand with 360º views
of corner-cut windows and doors.
• Instant access to digital literature
Download your copy at loewen.com or in the Apple App Store.

THE LOEWEN WINDOW CENTER
OF SOUTH SOUND

THE LOEWEN WINDOW CENTER
OF SEATTLE

5501 75th Street West
Tacoma, WA 98499
P. 253.473.7477
sales@soundglass.com

5961 Corson Avenue South #100
Seattle, WA 98108-2611
P. 206.782.1011
www.windowshowroom.com

5102 Auto Canter Way
Bremerton, WA 98312
P. 800.468.9949
www.soundglass.com
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With ruggedly handsome design and water-conscious functionality,
the Berwick and Boulevard collections by Amercian Standard suit
modern sensibilities perfectly. Our showrooms feature products with
fluid elegance, defined precision and subtle flair that bring a renewed
look to any bathroom.

Tigard Showroom
7337 S.W. Kable Lane
503-620-7050

100

Bend Showroom
20625 Brinson Blvd.
541-382-1999
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Salem Showroom
2710 S.E. Pringle Rd., #110
503-779-2882

Eugene Showroom
110 N. Garfield
541-688-7621

at Consolidated Supply Co.

Seattle Showroom
8221 Greenwood Ave. N.
206-632-4488

Pacific Showroom
703 Valentine Ave S.E.
253-299-7156

